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LOGLINE
The tale concerns an ageing slum landlord and his four grown up children.  When the father is murdered, the 
brothers must deal with their own moral struggles against a modernising United Kingdom. 



This tale is inspired by Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s great novel ‘The Brothers Karamazov’.  I have taken the bare bones of the story and along with 
most of the key characters, updated it from 19th Century Russia to 1960’s/2000’s England.  In Dostoyevsky’s novel, the ensemble concerns an 
ageing debauched landowner and his four very different sons.  When the father is murdered by one of them, we are left to ruminate on who 
has done it and for what purpose, as well as witness each sons own moral struggle or lack of it, in a rapidly modernising rural/urban Russia.  

INSPIRATION



In our story, Philip Hamilton-Barnes is an ageing millionaire slum landlord living like a recluse in his mansion/mausoleum in Sussex 
in and around 03/04.  After he is acquitted, and freed from prison for the alleged manslaughter of a tenant, he makes a new will for his 
four very different sons; the eldest, Isaac, an intellectual writer; Daniel, a bacchus like gambler; Alex, a philosophy graduate working 
for a charity; and the youngest half-brother Paul, who is a factotum to the ageing patriarch himself.  As each brother deals with the 
ramifications of the will in their own way, a mysterious and brutal patricide becomes the catalyst for a thrilling and tragic drama. 

OUR STORY



INTENT
Quintessence will be a grand, Shakespearian crime drama.  A tense and magnificent story unfolds through these characters, a drama of 
patricide, fraternal jealousy, forgiveness, love, good and evil, which profoundly involves the questions of anarchism, atheism and the existence 
or void of God.  It is my aim in this tragic of tales, to find the man in man.  As a portrait of England in the early noughties (00’s) , it will seek to 
explore how politics, education and the loose morality of the time shape and mould our characters actions, as well as attempt to highlight the 
terrible burdens that children must confront as they inherit and cast off traits and habits from their parents.  Above all, this is a narrative 
about family, like King Lear,  The Brothers Karamazov and Joseph and his brothers  we want you to sympathise with this wayward lot, to 
empathise with their misguided actions, and above all, as you watch their lives unfold, sometimes in the most tragic of ways, we want you to 
look at yourselves, for only then, can we truly understand human nature in all it’s awesome, painful and frightening vicissitudes.  



MAIN PLAYERS
DANIEL HAMILTON BARNES (28)... the impulsive sensualist — party-goer, drug addict, pussy hound, cock hound, gambler, larger than life, street smart, but 
not too bright.  Bi-sexual, impatient, shallow but very funny, and gluttonous for pleasure; a Bacchus for our times.  Most like his father.  

PHILIP HAMILTON-BARNES (65)… greedy sensualist — multi-millionaire slum landlord,  made his name in the sixties from selling his stamp collection... 
served time in prison for threatening his tenants.  Short temper, prone to nastiness and silliness, largely ill now, building his Mausoleum in Sussex.  
ISAAC HAMILTON-BARNES (33)… the sceptical  cynic — slightly mad, deeply intelligent, interior man, shy but proud around others, wants to be a 
dangerous writer, and make great art.  Atheistic, intellectually provocative and generally aloof.  Has a daughter from a previous relationship.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON-BARNES (25)... the pure idealist — philosophy graduate, very bright, drawn to the spiritual.  A gentle, good, understanding and 
delicate soul.  Has a steady girlfriend but cannot fathom the evil that besets his father and family.  This dilemma torments him.  
PAUL HAMILTON-BARNES (18)... the epileptic criminal — snake-like, cunning, half-cast boy from Philip’s third marriage to a black woman in Africa.  A-
sexual and spiteful, resentful of his father, his pleasure derives from hurting animals and people.  A classic sociopath with severe dad complex.  

(The father and his sons)



(His wives and other connections)
KATHY HAMILTON-BARNES (now deceased) was a pin up model in the sixties, a la Diana Dors.  Philip beat her and treated her appallingly.  She 
died of alcoholism in the late 1980’s, mother to Issac, apple of his eye. 

CAMILLA HAMILTON-BARNES (50’s) is an upper class woman in the antiques business, fell in love with Philip in the 80’s, but they are now divorced, 
mother to his other two sons Daniel and Alex.  Boho, dreamy, largely absent mother.  

ASSAGGI HAMILTON-BARNES (30’s) was a Zimbabwean escort that Philip picked up while investing in land in Zimbabwe.  She gave birth to Paul, 
whilst she was still a teenager, now looks after Philip, cunning, manipulative.  

HOLLY (23) is lover to Danny and mistress to Philip, caught in a love triangle where money battles with love.  She is a model, shallow, self obsessed, and 
oozes a sexual appeal that has both Danny and Philip in her thrall.   

SOPHIE (25) is fiancé to Alex.  She is a teacher of religious studies at a rough secondary school and is madly in love with Alex, drawn to his purity.  Her 
father died when she was young.  She is good, kind, warm hearted and pure.    

IZZIE (10) is Issac’s daughter from a relationship with an ex model years earlier.  The mother has since gone mad, leaving Issac to care for her.  She is 
anxiety prone, a liar, a drama queen, but sensitive and in need of love.    



STRUCTURE
PROLOGUE:  The history of Philip Hamilton-Barnes, from his time as a boy, his collecting of stamps, his buying of property abroad and at home, his criminal 
leanings, his marriages, his three very different sons, and finally to his recent exoneration for man-slaughter.  

CHAPTER I:  A new will is given to the three sons.  Issac, Danny and Alex arrive at their solicitors office in Brighton to receive it.  Danny is outraged that Philip 
has changed it, cutting them out or given less.  Danny leaves incandescent.  Alex follows. 

CHAPTER II:  Danny and Alex take a train ride out into Sussex to confront their father Philip at his crumbling mansion.  Danny arrives to find his on/off lover 
Holly is there, shacked up with his dad.  Danny assaults him, takes Holly away.  Alex is witness. 

CHAPTER III:  Issac meets Alex.  He brings his daughter.  Issac proclaims that he rejects the world that God has created because it is built on a foundation of 
suffering.  Issac narrates to Alex a story that describes a leader from the Spanish Inquisition and his rejection of a resurrected Jesus Christ.

CHAPTER IV:  This relates the story of teacher and mentor to Alex while he was at University.  Zimmerman lies near death in a hospice bed with Alex by his 
side.  Z narrates his rebellious youth, and his discovery of faith and goodness, consequently deciding to become a teacher and help others.  He dies.  

CHAPTER V:  This relates Danny’s wild and distraught pursuit of money so he can run away with Holly.  This mad dash takes Danny to a neighbouring town 
on a fabricated promise of a business deal.  When he returns, having failed, he finds Holly shacked up with his father, and confronts them both in a rage. 



CHAPTER VI:  Danny runs away from his father's mansion with Holly with a pile of money and blood all over him.  They go to a club in Brighton where they 
drink, do drugs and give in to their baser instincts.  By the morning, the police come and arrest him for the murder of his father who has been found dead.

CHAPTER VII:  Details of Philip’s murder and describes the interrogation of Danny as he is questioned for the crime he maintains he did not commit. The alleged 
motive for the crime is robbery. As a result of the overwhelming evidence against him, Danny is formally charged with the patricide, await trial in prison.

CHAPTER VIII:  Details Issac's destructive influence on those around him and his descent into madness.  Issac meets three times with Paul, the final meeting 
culminating in Freddie’s dramatic confession that he faked a seizure whilst Danny was in the house, murdered his father himself, and stole money from the safe. 

CHAPTER IX:  Issac flees the scene in shock, and returns home to his flat in where he suffers from a terrible hallucination in which he is visited by the devil, who 
torments him by mocking his beliefs.  A few days later, Alex barges his way inside, and finds Issac ranting and raving and informs him that Paul has killed himself.

CHAPTER X:  The trial of Danny for the murder of his father.  Issac's madness takes hold as he is carried away from the courtroom after recounting his final 
meeting with Paul and the aforementioned confession. The turning point in the trial is Holly’s damning testimony against Danny.  Danny is found guilty of murder.  

EPILOGUE:  Issac is in a mental home, Danny is in prison, and Alex is the only one that is free as he takes it upon himself to adopt Issac’s daughter.  Him and 
his girlfriend take a trip to his father’s grave.  He breaks down and cries.

STRUCTURE II



CHANGING WORLD
This is a world primarily based in a post 9/11 England, in and around, Brighton, London and Sussex in 2003/04.  It is right around the time of the Iraq 
invasion, when Tony Blair and George W. Bush marched us into war.  That external war will be mirrored in the internal war of this very unusual 
English family and their tumultuous dealings with each other.  It is a world of modernisation, of one order giving way to another.  The internet is still 
relatively new, the advent of mobile phones for all is here, and the way we communicate with each other is about to change forever.  English fashion is 
changing.  Indie music is in resurgence.  A new millennium has begun.  The world that the Hamilton-Barnes family live in is a wealthy one.  Philip is 
busy building his 40 million pound mansion in the Sussex countryside where most of the action will take place.  It is a largely a derelict monstrosity, 
with only the barest of rooms finished or made up.  The children will of course be well off, and there is very little that the children cannot afford, so 
each son will have his place of residence, from London to Brighton.  London, Brighton and Sussex will also be cities and regions of the mind.  Its 
atmospheres must mirror our protagonists state of being, and the soul of a nation on the cusp of social, political and psychological change.   



PATRICIDE
Patricide is (i) the act of killing one's father, or (ii) a person who kills his or her father.  The word patricide derives from the Latin word pater (father) 
and the Latin suffix -cida (cutter or killer).  Patricide is a common archetype that is prevalent throughout many religions and cultures, and particularly 
in the mythology and religion of Greek culture.  In mythology, first recorded in Hesiod's Theogony, Cronus was jealous of his father Uranus' power as 
ruler of the universe.  Cronus thus killed or castrated his father.  Cronus, in turn, was overthrown by his own son, Zeus.  It is also present in famous 
drama, such as in Sophocles’ ‘Oedipus Rex’ where a young man is fated to kill his father, and indirectly in Shakepeares’ ‘Hamlet’ where a young man 
wishes to avenge the death of his father, but feels powerless to do so.  Sigmund Freud was fascinated by the idea of children, no matter what their age,  
secretly wanting to kill or usurp their fathers, and believed the desire was a fundamental psychological make up of what it is to be human. 



STYLE/CINEMATOGRAPHY
In order to achieve a cinematic look worthy of the grandeur of this crumbling criminal family, we will shoot Quintessence on the Arri Alexa with Zeiss Master 
Anamorphic and Angenieux Optimo Lenses, lending it a rich, painterly, classical aesthetic.  The lighting will be specifically murky, dark and foreboding.  It needs 
to express a bold contrast between light and dark, a creeping sense of dread must permeate everything, like a film noir in colour, think of Gordon Willis’s work in 
The Godfather.  The style will be a mixture of the fast and the slow.  Depending on each sons character and situation, the pace will be dictated accordingly.  For 
example, Danny’s fraught night trying to get money will be fast, whereas Alex’s calm discussion with his mentor will be slow and unfolding.  This will help create 
contrast in the brothers lives.   Having said that, zooms, steadicams, dolly shots, and cranes will be utilised to create the tumult, tension and tragedy of the 
narrative events.  However, I feel it is important to stress the amelioration of style over substance.  It must compliment the thoughts and actions of the characters. 



MUSIC
Quintessence will be fuelled by pop music, primarily indie rock.  It must pulsate and reverberate throughout the film, highlighting the characters emotional arcs.  
Most of the music will be hand picked from the era as well as other random pop songs.  I will also use classical music from dead composers such as Mozart, Bach 
and Beethoven.  A similar example would be Scorsese in films such and Goodfellas and Casino where in a sense, those films become a new kind of musical, driven 
by fast, loose instruments.  Each character will also have a theme, or a vibe that will endeavour to express their emotional and ethical choices.  



REFS



COMPARISONS

‘THE GODFATHER’ - Francis Ford Coppola - 1972

‘ROCCO & HIS BROTHERS’ - Luchino Visconti - 1960

‘BEFORE THE DEVIL KNOWS YOU’RE DEAD’ - Sidney Lumet - 2007

‘CITIZEN KANE’ - Orson Welles - 1941

‘THE BANISHMENT’ - Andrey Zvagintsev - 2007

‘FISTS IN THE POCKET” - Marco Bellocchio - 1965


